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Nevis Capital Corporation wanted to update the progress of their investment in Arbit Media, LLC.  Arbit’s 

social media asset called BoostP, is not only the latest Over-The -Top (OTT) messaging service but has become 

a mobile web traffic source solution to help optimize direct distribution channels and increase market exposure 

with capabilities never before seen in the market.   Arbit has substantially increased their registered mobile 

devices from around 40,000 users at the end of 2015 to more than 20,000,000 currently.  Arbit is expecting 

exponential growth to increase the number of registered devices to exceed 100,000,000 in the next few months. 

 

Arbit recently announced the launch of its BoostP For Amazon (Nasdaq: AMZN) Booking Engine at 

http://www.boostpforamazon.com, a first-of-its-kind mobile web traffic source solution to help Amazon 

sellers and associates optimize their direct distribution channel and increase sales.  Amazon sellers and 

associates can now book single or multi day campaigns to drive mobile web traffic to their Amazon store.  

Since integrating intelligent advertising capabilities into the BoostP.Mobi messaging platform, the mobile in-

context aspect has shown to drive better conversion rates and increase online revenues for sellers and associates 

 

There are over 8.6 trillion SMS messages and over 10 trillion OTT messages sent annually.  Global surveys say 

that texting is the second most likely action on a phone at 75%, while using social networking sites and using 

the internet is 25% and 23% respectively. The popularity of OTT messaging services grew because of the ability 

to send messages via internet free of charge. These services came to consumers in the form of smartphone apps 

such as KIK, Whatsapp, Viber, and textPlus. While these apps proved the demand for free messaging, 

smartphone apps are only capable of addressing 30% of the total phone market. BoostP messaging service is 

compatible with both feature phones and smartphones and addresses all 6.8 billion phones in the market.  BoostP 

is addressing the entire mobile phone market and has the capability to promptly become the largest network in 

the world. Our messaging service has virtually no barriers to enter because all that is required is the user’s phone 

number.   Each activated phone in BoostP’s network will cost fractions of a penny to maintain, making the 

technology easily scalable.  

 

About Nevis Capital Corp (OTC:OCEE)  Nevis Capital Corporation is a diversified investment holding 

company currently expanding activities into different arenas around the globe through acquisitions and 

investment to maximize shareholders value.   Nevis currently owns 25% of Arbit Media Group, LLC. 

 

Safe Harbor Statement 
This Press Release may contain certain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act 

of 1995. The Company has tried, whenever possible, to identify these forward-looking statements using words such as "anticipates," 

"believes," "estimates," "expects," "plans," "intends," "potential" and similar expressions.  These statements reflect the Company's 

current beliefs and are based upon information currently available to it. Accordingly, such forward-looking statements involve known 

and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which could cause the Company's actual results, performance or achievements to 

differ materially from those expressed in or implied by such statements.  The Company undertakes no obligation to update or advise in 

the event of any change, addition or alteration to the information catered in this document Release including such forward-looking 

statements. 
 


